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a six-position memory position. Most panel trucks use solid rubber tires with a steel
rim. The rim is typically 3.5 inches in diameter with four mounting holes to accept
the tire's bead. On most trucks, the bead of the wheel is held in place by a wheel
cap with a threaded bolt. The bolt passes through the wheel cap and into the center
of the bead of the tire. This wheelcap is held in place by a pin in the wheel cap
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which goes into the center of the bead of the tire and a washer and lock nut which
keeps the pin in place. The washer and nut hold the wheel cap in place on the bead
of the tire. These two nuts are typically large and the lock nuts are accessible.
Exterior Wheel Repair Steps Exterior Wheel Repair Steps 2) Apply Loctite blue to all
the lock nuts (if lock nuts are missing, use a heat gun to hold the nuts and wedge
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